Roof Truss or Rafter Connector

- Engineered trusses or rafters
- 1/2" cdx plywood or wafer board
- Light roof covering over 15# felt
- Simpson H2.5 connector or approved equal each truss

Roof trusses or rafters
2x6 solid blocking
8d @ 4" o.c.
Roof sheathing
(2) 16d nails
(5) 10d min.
2x6 bracing @ 72" o.c.

2x4 blocking when the bracing is 8'-0" or greater in length
2x4 studs at 24" o.c. or gable end assembly w/ 2x4 backing or provide bracing engineering by truss manuf.
Solid blocking for 2x4 runner
8d on 6" o.c. min. uno

Pair of simpson GBC or equal each side of bracing
Simpson A35 or equal @ 24" o.c.